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NHBS Top 10
Animal, vegetable & mineral: all
the world’s nature in one volume

How to make any garden a
haven for a diversity of wildlife
A fascinating journey into
evolution’s deepest past

In-depth species accounts with
exquisite hand-painted illustrations

The Butterflies of Britain and
Ireland
Jeremy Thomas and Richard
Lewington
Hbk | 2010 | £24.95 | #185223

RSPB Gardening for Wildlife: A
Complete Guide to Nature-friendly Gardening
Adrian Thomas
Hbk | 2010 | £19.99 | #181775

Save
£5

Save
£5

The Natural History Book: The Ultimate Visual Guide to Everything on
Earth
Dave Smallshire and Andy Swash
Hbk | 2010 | £24.99 £29.99 | #186684
(offer ends 31/12/10)

The 20th annual search for
the finest nature photography

First Life
David Attenborough
Hbk | 2010 | £19.99 £24.99 | #185407
(offer ends 31/01/11)

Stunning photography brings
Rouse’s tiger tales to vivid life

A call to action in uncertain
times for UK wildlife

All you need for an
afternoon’s dino tracking!
Silent Summer: The State of
Wildlife in Britain and Ireland
Edited by Norman MacLean
Hbk | 2010 | £27.99 | #183785

Tigers: A Celebration of Life
Andy Rouse
Hbk | 2010 | £24.99 | #185167

A welcome all-round study of
this most intriguing of animals

Save
£5
Wildlife Photographer of the Year, Portfolio Twenty
Edited by Rosamund Kidman Cox
Hbk | 2010 | £19.99 £24.99 | #186500
(offer ends 31/12/10)

Save
£5
Dinosaurs: A Field Guide
Gregory S Paul
Hbk | 2010 | £19.99 £24.99 | #185197
(offer ends 31/01/11)

An engrossing compendium and
cultural history of British bugs

Bugs Britannica
Peter Marren and Richard Mabey
Hbk | 2010 | £34.99 | #168780

Badger
Tim Roper
Hbk | 2010 | £50.00 | #177548
Pbk | 2010 | £29.99 | #177549

Birding Highlights of 2010
											

Collins Bird Guide: The Most
Complete Guide to the Birds
of Britain and Europe
Lars Svensson et al
Provides all the information
needed to identify any species at any time of year, with
detailed text on size, habitat,
range, identification and voice.
Hbk | 2010 | £24.99 | #165739
Pbk | 2010 | £17.99 | #170498
A Single Swallow
Horatio Clare
A journey of 6,000 miles across
two continents and fourteen
countries is nothing to swallows:
they do it twice a year. But for a
writer and birdwatcher, this is the
expedition of a lifetime...
Pbk | 2010 | £8.99 | #185087

The Biggest Twitch: Around the
World in 4,000 Birds
Alan Davies and Ruth Miller
The authors decided to pack in their
jobs, sell their house and take on
the ultimate birder’s challenge - to
smash the world record for the
number of species seen in one
calendar year.
Pbk | 2010 | £12.99 | #186657
Advanced Bird ID Guide: The
Western Palearctic
Nils Van Duivendijk
An essential addition to the library
of any serious birder. It accurately
describes every key detail of every
plumage of all 900 species that
have ever occurred in Europe,
North Africa and the Middle East.
Pbk | 2010 | £14.99 | #183860

Kingfisher
David Chandler and Ian Llewellyn
Most people are aware of the
Kingfisher, but few are familiar
with the intricacies of its dayto-day life. Here its remarkable
existence is celebrated through
a series of stunning illustrated
chapters.
Hbk | 2010 | £12.99 | #185836

Field Guide to the Birds of the
Middle East
Richard Porter and Simon Aspinall
Deals exclusively with the birds
of the region. It covers all species
found in the Arabian Peninsula,
Jordan, Lebanon, Israel, Syria,
Iraq, Iran, Turkey and Cyprus. Over
700 species are described.

Where to Watch Birds in
Britain
Simon Harrap and Nigel Redman
In a format familiar to readers of
this popular series, each site is
considered in terms of ‘Habitat’,
Access’ and ‘Birds’, allowing birders of all levels to plan successful
birding trips anywhere in Britain.
Pbk | 2010 | £19.99 | #177147

Bird Migration
Ian Newton
New Naturalist 113: In this seminal
new book, Ian Newton sets out to
answer the questions that have fascinated people about the phenomenon
of bird migration from time immemorial.

RSPB British Birds of Prey
Marianne Taylor
This book is a celebration of
British raptors, with 200 stunning colour photographs. This
book will serve as a showcase
of these fabulous birds and
highlight the diverse work of the
RSPB in ensuring their survival.

Nightjars of the World: Frogmouths, Potoos, Oilbird and
Owlet-nightjars
Nigel Cleere
This lavishly illustrated book is the
first comprehensive photographic
guide to the Caprimulgiformes of
the world. Covers 135 species and
features over 580 superb colour
photographs.
Hbk | 2010 | £44.99 | #154249

Hbk | 2010 | £24.99 | #186670

Pbk | 2010 | £29.99 | #180983

Hbk | 2010 | £50.00 | #177551
Pbk | 2010 | £29.99 | #177552

											
Handbook of the Birds of the
World. Volume 15: Weavers
to New World Warblers
Edited by Josep Del Hoyo et al
HBW is the most remarkable
publishing project on birds ever
conceived and executed, It illustrates all the world’s species
in addition to providing the essential information about each.
Hbk | 2010 | £185.00 | #134327
Set of vols 1-15 | 2010 | £2599.00 | #186056
The Golden Eagle
Jeff Watson
This comprehensive monograph is a second edition
of one of the most popular
Poyser monographs; it covers
all aspects of this spectacular
eagle’s biology and ecology.
Hbk | 2010 | £50.00 | #178050
Bird Migration and Global
Change
George W Cox
Changes in the dynamics of migratory birds in response to ongoing
global climate change are a topic
of great interest to conservation
scientists and birdwatchers around
the world.
Pbk | 2010 | £26.99 | #187346
Parrots of the World: A Field
Guide
Joseph Michael Forshaw
This new field guide from the
world’s foremost authority on
parrots comprises beautiful colour
plates and succinct text. Covers
every species in the world and includes up-to-date distribution maps.

Birds of Paradise: Nature, Art
& History
Clifford B Frith and Dawn W Frith
A gloriously illustrated book that
covers the natural history of
these most spectacular birds, as
well as the people and artefacts
surrounding the history of their
discovery and their place in art
and culture.
Hbk | 2010 | £68.00 | #187121
Global Birding: Traveling the
World in Search of Birds
Les Beletsky
In six lively chapters organized by
continent, each illustrated with 3040 spectacular photographs and
artwork and a map, this new book
will help you discover where the
birds are and the best time to visit.
Hbk | 2010 | £19.99 | #185848
Collins Bird Songs and Calls
Geoff Sample
A unique beginner’s guide to
birdsong, this new edition of the
established classic now features
all recordings digitally. Covers
around 30 of the commonest
garden and parkland bird species
in 12 sessions.
Hbk & 3 CDs | 2010 | £29.99 | #183953
Field Guide to the Birds of
Colombia
Miles McMullan
Brings together original illustrations
of all the country’s birds, including
most plumage variations, many
new and even undescribed species,
original text and up-to-date maps.

Pbk | 2010 | £24.99 | #186668

Pbk | 2010 | £21.99 | #187120
Checklist | 2010 | £7.50 | #187122

Reed and Bush Warblers
Peter Kennerley and David
Pearson
This detailed and comprehensive
Helm identification guide follows
in the mould of “Sylvia Warblers”
and “Pipits and Wagtails” and
is illustrated with line drawings,
sonograms, colour plates and
photographs.

The Complete Field Guide to
Ireland’s Birds
Eric Dempsey and Michael
O’Clery
Fully describes and illustrates
almost 370 species, detailing key
identification features, voice and
diet, habitat and status in Ireland,
and the latest distribution maps
for each.
Pbk | 2010 | £17.99 | #187616

Hbk | 2010 | £65.00 | #107137

											

											

Wildlife photography

We love the Paramo range - the unique Nikwax directional fabric will keep you warm
and dry whatever the weather. These Paramo garments are designed specifically for
wildlife use and are ethically produced in Colombia.

Designed to make getting that perfect photo a more pleasant experience! If you spend
a lot of time out in the cold and rain waiting for that special moment you’ll appreciate
the warmth, comfortable padding and the storage options on the Stealth Gear range.

Halcon Jacket

Extreme Photographers Jacket Vest
A jacket for photographers and birders.

A jacket designed by nature lovers, for nature lovers.

MENS

LADIES

MENS

UNISEX

• Huge front pocket will fit DSLR with zoom or large prime lens attached.
• Other features (except zip-off arms) as per the Jacket Vest (above)
Green or Charcoal: s/m/l/xl/xxl |

MENS

LADIES

Explorer Pull-on

Cambia Zip Neck Top

s/m/l/xl | £139.99

s/m/l/xl | £65.99

xs/s/m/l/xl | £37.99

UNISEX

Excellent wicking - a good base layer is
essential to keeping warm and dry.

LADIES

Pajaro Trousers

Waterproof legwear
comfortable enough to
keep on all day.

s/m/l/xl/xxl | £139.99

• Reinforced and padded knees.
• Numerous pockets.
• Warm, breathable and waterproof.
32” leg: s/m/l/xl/xxl | £89.99 30” leg: s/m/l/xl/xxl | £89.99

Stealth Gear Double Bean Bag Camera Support
Green or Charcoal | £24.99
Wildlife Photography Masterclass (DVD)
David Tipling and Chris Gomersall
DVD (Region 2) | 2009 | £19.95 | #182880

NHBS have a great range
of Paramo clothing in stock.
Check out our size guide
online, or ring for advice on
choosing the right garment.

Torres Trousers

Cascada Trousers

xs/s/m/l/xl | £104.99

short leg: s/m/l/xl | £114.99
regular leg: xs/s/m/l/xl | £114.99

If you spend long periods
in the cold and wet you
will love these insulated
trousers.

£199.00

Generation 2 Extreme Photographers Trousers

We have chosen to work
with Paramo because we
believe that they make the
very best outdoor clothing.

TROUSERS

MENS

A classic - it’s warm, it breathes
well, plus huge front pocket.

Green or Charcoal: s/m/l/xl/xxl | £229.00

Extreme Photographers Smock

Taiga Fleece

This cosy fleece is perfect for
long days in the hide.

• Huge padded front pockets for optical equipment.
• Quiet micro-suede outer - warm and waterproof.
• Arms zip off to convert jacket into a vest.
• Fold out ‘sit anywhere sheet’ from back of jacket.
• Removable elbow and shoulder padding.
• Numerous pockets for storing and protecting photo gear.

• Nine pockets, incl. large front pockets for e.g. binoculars
or camera gear.
• Soft, quiet, waterproof Nikwax fabric.
• Fleece lined collar and handwarming pockets.
• Upper-arm vents and 2-way zips for temperature
control.
£299.99 - (M: s/m/l/xl L: xs/s/m/l) full details online

BASE LAYER

MID LAYER

OUTER LAYER

Wildlife clothing

Bestselling waterproof
trousers designed to
be worn all day, next to
the skin.

Outdoor Photography
Masterclass
Niall Benvie
Pbk | 2010 | £16.99 | #186686

Photoshop CS5 for Nature
Photographers: A Workshop
in a Book
Ellen Anon and Josh Anon
Pbk | 2010 | £33.99 | #186782

											

Wildlife Kit

over 1000 wildlife products online

											

Young Naturalist

Batbox Baton
Bat Detector
£79.99 | #177263

Magenta Bat 5
£89.95 | #171849

RememBird II - With
European Audio Field
Guide (English)

Schwegler 2F
Bat Box

£26.99 | #174814

£149.99 | #181556

Basic Bat Box

Single Chamber | £18.99 | #179142
Double Chamber | £23.99 | #179143

Educational Bug
Hunting Kit

Educational Pond
Dipping Kit

Contains pond net, sampling tray, 5 collecting pots,
magnifying pot and guide
book.
Small Net | £19.99 | #184838
Large Net | £21.99 | #185978

Spypoint Trail Camera IR-A

Black Bodyshell | £229.95 | #184221
Camouflage Bodyshell | £229.95 | #184222

Spypoint Trail Camera FL-A
£149.95 | #184220

Contains sweep net,
magnifying pot, pooter, 5
collecting pots and guide
book.
£39.99 | #188355

Yukon NV Digital
Ranger: 5 x 42 Night
Vision Scope
£349.95 | #183227 Yukon NVMT-1:
2 x 24 Night
Vision Scope
£199.95 | #183006

CedarPLUS Modern Nest Box

Pooter

A classic tool for
sampling invertebrates.
£4.00 | #175929

26mm Hole | £19.99 | #184946
32mm Hole | £19.99 | #184947

Starter Butterfly Kit

Contains butterfly net,
magnifying pot and
guide book.
£19.99 | #186994

Magnifying Lens

Bug Box
Magnifying Pot

Little Bug
Locket

x3.5 magnification
with grid on base
£3.99 | #175974

Age 4 and up
£2.99 | #177620

Ages 4 and up

Best Ever Bug
Jar
Ages 4 and up
£4.00 | #177617

£1.99 | #177615

Gardenature
Odd Box (Side
View) Camera Kit
with Nightvision
Sparrow Nest
Box System

£11.50 | #180626

Forest Nest Box
£18.99 | #183439

Standard Wired Camera | £99.99 | #185388
Standard Wireless Camera | £204.99 | #185389
High-Res Wired Camera | £129.99 | #185390
High-Res Wireless Camera | £239.99 | #185391

Nest Box Colour Camera Kit
with Night Vision

Wired Camera | £129.00 | #171672
Wireless Camera | £248.99 | #182994

Economy
Pond Net

L | £5.99 | #186961
M | £4.99 | #186960
S | £3.99 | #186959

Small
Butterfly Net

£16.99 | #180592

Butterfly Net

Ages 4 and up
£4.00 | #177616

Butterfly Garden

Raise LIVE butterflies and release
them to the wild with
the Butterfly Garden
kit. Ages 4 and up
£14.99 | #177613

Butterfly Pavilion

Study live
butterflies at home
and at school. Ages
4 and up
£29.99 | #177614

											

2010 - Big Names in Natural
History and Science Writing

Hbk | 2010 | £19.99
£24.99 | #185407
(offer ends 31/01/11)

In the Field

NEW EDITION

NEW EDITION

Save
£5

Save
£5
First Life
David Attenborough
Spanning billions of
years, Attenborough’s
narrative brings the
reader face to face
with the first animals
that ever existed, and
traces the evolution
of human traits.

											

Shetland Diaries:
Otters, Orcas, Puffins and Wonderful
People
Simon King
Reveals the magic
and splendour of
this unique place, its
people and wildlife,
through the eyes of the
author and his family.
Hbk | 2010
£19.99 | #183266

The Grand Design: New
Answers to the Ultimate Questions of Life
Stephen Hawking and
Leonard Mlodinow
Hawking’s research and
a recent series of astronomical observations and
theoretical breakthroughs
reveal an original and
controversial theory.

The Greatest Show
on Earth: The Evidence for Evolution
Richard Dawkins
A brilliant and uncompromising look at the
evidence for Darwin’s
theory of evolution we see exactly what
we should expect to
see if evolution had
happened.

Hbk | 2010
£18.99 | #178768

Pbk | 2010
£8.99 | #184791

Jane Goodall: 50
Years at Gombe
Jane Goodall
A compelling pictorial
tribute to Goodall’s
life, her studies of the
chimpanzees and her
unflagging efforts to
motivate human beings on their behalf.
Hbk | 2010 | £14.99
£19.99 | #187154
(offer ends 31/01/11)

Wonders of the Solar
System
Brian Cox
The book and DVD
of the acclaimed BBC
TV series. A journey of
discovery where alien
worlds become places
we can see, feel and
visit.
Hbk | 2010
£19.99 | #186321
DVD (R2) | 2010
£15.99 | #188024

A Brush with Nature:
25 Years of Personal
Reflections on Nature
Richard Mabey
This definitive collection
brings together Mabey’s
favourite pieces and
presents a fascinating
and inspiring view of the
changing natural landscape in which we live.

Collins Flower Guide David Streeter Pbk | 2010 | £19.99 | #151921
Britain’s Dragonflies 2nd ed. Dave Smallshire and Andy Swash Pbk | 2010 | £17.95 | #180949
Mosses and Liverworts of Britain and Ireland Edited by Ian Atherton et al Pbk | 2010 | £38.50 | #180948
Hoverflies of Northwest Europe MP Van Veen Pbk | 2010 | £58.50 | #186752
Lemurs of Madagascar 3rd ed. RA Mittermeier et al Pbk | 2010 | £34.99 | #181417
Butterflies, Moths, and Other Invertebrates of Costa Rica Carrol L Henderson Pbk | 2010 | £20.99 | #184620

Hbk | 2010
£12.99 | #181164

Cycles of Time: An
Extraordinary New View
of the Universe
Roger Penrose
A completely new
perspective on cosmology, providing a quite
unexpected answer to
the often-asked question,
‘what came before the
Big Bang’?
Hbk | 2010
£24.99 | #187377

Butterflies of Britain and Ireland: A Field and Site Guide Michael Easterbrook Pbk | 2010 | £29.99 | #185198
Scorpions of the World Roland Stockmann and Eric Ythier Hbk | 2010 | £98.00 | #186757
Chameleons of Africa Colin Tilbury Hbk | 2010 | £119.00 | #173007
The Wildlife of Costa Rica: A Field Guide Fiona A Reid et al Pbk | 2010 | £19.95 | #184510
New Flora of the British Isles Edited by Clive Stace Pbk | 2010 | £50.00 | #183991
A Field Guide to the Reptiles of South-East Asia Indraneil Das Hbk | 2010 | £34.99 | #179356

Natural History

											

Save
£3

Nature Tales: Encounters
with Britain’s Wildlife
Edited by Michael Allen and
Sonya Patel Ellis
This book celebrates Britain’s
wildlife and landscapes with
some of the greatest nature
writers in the world from Gilbert White to Nick Baker.
Hbk | 2010 | £18.99 | #188208

Insectopedia
Hugh Raffles
A stunningly original exploration
of the beautiful, ancient, successful, astoundingly accomplished, largely unknown, and
unfathomably different species
with which we share this world.
Hbk | 2010 | £23.99 | #185612

The Butterfly Isles: A Summer
in Search of Our Emperors
and Admirals
Patrick Barkham
Charts the author’s quest to find
all 59 butterfly species of the British Isles - from the Adonis Blue
to the Dingy Skipper - in one
summer.
Hbk | 2010 | £16.99 £19.99 | #187153
(offer ends 31/01/11)

Flowers in the Field: How to
Find, Identify and Enjoy Wild
Flowers
Faith Anstey
This book explains what wild
flowers are, how to go about
identifying specimens, where to
find them and how to enjoy them
to the full.
Pbk | 2010 | £12.99 | #184185

A Primer of Conservation
Behavior
Daniel Blumstein and Esteban
Fernández-Juricic
Aimed at biologists interested
in using behaviour-related
conceptual and methodological tools to aid in solving
conservation problems.
Pbk | 2010 | £36.99 | #186642

The Atlas of Global
Conservation
Edited by J Hoekstra, J Molnar,
M Jennings, C Revenga, et al
Drawing from the best data available, this is an unprecedented
guide to the state of the planet
and the most pressing resource
and environmental issues.

Honeybee Democracy
Thomas D Seeley
Honeybees make decisions
collectively and consensually. These incredible insects
have much to teach us when
it comes to collective wisdom
and effective decision-making.
Hbk | 2010 | £20.95 | #186384

Coastal Phytoplankton
Alexandra Kraberg et al
This guide describes the major
phytoplankton groups, diatoms
and dinoflagellates with additional
information on ciliates and smaller
flagellates. Images are in the form
of light micrographs.

Seeds, Sex, and Civilization: How the Hidden Life of
Plants has Shaped our World
Peter Thompson
This book unfolds the history of how, after centuries of
investigation, we have finally
discovered what seeds do and
how they work.

Discoveries of the Census of
Marine Life: Making Ocean
Life Count
Paul VR Snelgrove
Explains the rationale behind
the Census and highlights
some of its most important and
dramatic findings. Full-colour
illustrations.

Hbk | 2010 | £19.95 | #186879

Pbk | 2010 | £27.99 | #186048

Adventures Among Ants: A
Global Safari with a Cast of
Trillions
Mark W Moffett
An intrepid international
explorer, biologist and photographer takes us around the
globe on a strange and colourful
journey in search of the hidden
world of ants.
Hbk | 2010 | £20.95 | #183775

Effects of Climate Change on
Birds
Edited by Anders Pape Moller
et al
An exhaustive and up-to-date
synthesis of the science of climate
change as it relates to birds - the
class of animals which provide the
most long-term data, and are the
most diverse source of information.
Pbk | 2010 | £34.95 | #183986

Inside of a Dog: What Dogs See,
Smell, and Know
Alexandra Horowitz
The book introduces the reader to
the canine biology -- dogs’ perceptual and cognitive abilities -- and
uses that introduction to draw a
picture of what it might be like to
be one of them.
Pbk | 2010 | £9.99 | #185249

Vanished Ocean
Dorrik AV Stow
An ocean vanished six
million years ago that once
stretched across the world...
This book traces the clues
to its existence, tells its story
and looks at its impact on life
on Earth.

DK Handbook: Whales, Dolphins and Porpoises 2nd ed.
Mark Carwardine
From the Common Dolphin to
the Killer Whale, discover the
world’s cetaceans. Over 900
incredible photos, annotations
and detailed descriptions.
Pbk | 2010 | £9.99 | #186091

Octopus: The Ocean’s
Intelligent Invertebrate
Jennifer A Mather, Roland C Anderson and James B Wood
In this beautifully illustrated book,
three leading marine biologists bring readers face to face
with these amazingly complex
animals.
Hbk | 2010 | £16.99 | #186952

The Book of Shells
MG Harasewych and Fabio
Moretzsohn
This book presents a lifesize
collection of 600 of the most
significant shells. Each entry is
accompanied by a miniature linedrawing and a life-size photograph
enabling rapid identification.
Hbk | 2010 | £34.99 | #182835

NE W E D I T I O N

Science and Conservation
											

Hbk | 2010 | £34.95 | #183774

Pbk | 2010 | £31.50 | #186791

Hbk | 2010 | £16.99 | #182809

Primates of the World: The
Amazing Diversity of our
Closest Relatives
Ian Redmond
Covering nearly 300 species, this
comprehensive illustrated guide
takes a close look at every branch
of the primate family around the
world.
Pbk | 2010 | £14.99 | #185667

The Biology and Conservation of Wild Felids
Edited by DW Macdonald and
AJ Loveridge
Edited by world-renowned
specialists with enormous
combined experience of both
the theory and practice of felid
biology.
Pbk | 2010 | £42.50 | #181258

World Atlas of Mangroves
Mark Spalding et al
This atlas provides the first truly
global assessment of the state of
the world’s mangroves. Written by
the leading expert on mangroves
with support from top international
researchers and conservation
organizations.
Hbk | 2010 | £65.00 | #178255

											
											

Last Minute Gift Ideas

The Winter Hare
Andrew Haslen
Hbk | 2010 | £37.99 | #186286
Gardening for Butterflies, Bees
and Other Beneficial Insects
Jan Miller-Klein
Hbk | 2010 | £19.95 | #187140

Wild Wonders of Europe
Peter Cairns, Florian Möllers,
Staffan Widstrand and Bridget
Wijnberg
Hbk | 2010 | £29.99 | #185472

											
											

Botany for the Artist
Sarah Simblet
Hbk | 2010 | £24.99 | #184623

Petzl TacTikka Plus Headlamp
A great head torch for night-time
naturalists
£38.00 | #174739

Planet Arctic: Life at the
Top of the World
Wayne Lynch
Hbk | 2010 | £24.99 | #186667

Crushable Pocket
Butterfly Net
£23.99 | #177373

Gerber Multi-Plier 600, Needle
Nose, Stainless Steel, Multi-Tool
The fully functional toolbox that fits in
the palm of your hand
£64.99 | #182187

Why Can’t Elephants Jump?
New Scientist
Pbk | 2010 | £7.99 | #187570

Wild Africa
Alex Bernasconi
Hbk | 2010 | £34.99 | #186603
Garmin eTrex Venture HC
Entry level GPS with a
mapping capability
£189.99 | #174683

100 Bizarre Animals
Mike Unwin
Hbk | 2010 | £16.99 | #187682

Wildlife Walks: Great Days Out at
Over 500 of the UK’s Top
Nature Reserves
Malcolm Tait et al
Pbk | 2010 | £14.99 | #186662

Wildlife Photographer of the Year
Wildlife Photographer of the Year,
Portfolio Twenty
Hbk | 2010 | £19.99 £24.99 | #186500
(offer ends 31/12/10)
Wildlife Photographer of the Year
Desk Diary 2011
Hbk | 2010 | £13.00 | #187351

Save
£5

Wildlife Photographer of the Year
2011 Wall Calendar
2010 | £10.00 | #188280

MET Office Pocket Cloud Book
Richard Hamblyn
Hbk | 2010 | £6.99 | #184795

Collins Complete Guide to British
Garden Wildlife
Paul Sterry
Pbk | 2010 | £16.99 | #185040

NHBS Gift Vouchers
NHBS Gift Vouchers make the perfect
present. They can be used to order books
or other products from NHBS. Each voucher
carries a unique code, which the recipient
should quote when redeeming it. Orders
can be placed by phone, fax, email or online
(enter the Voucher Number in the Comments
box of your order).
Valid for 1 year from date of purchase.

Why buy from NHBS?

1.

2.
3.

Supporting conservation

Our involvement in the Gratis Books
Scheme and World Land Trust books
project has delivered thousands of
book donations to ecologists and
students in developing countries.
Your orders help support this work.

Unique product range

We seek out natural history books
from all countries and can offer
you interesting natural history and
science titles that you won’t find
anywhere else. We also have over
1,000 wildlife products for ecology
and wildlife watching.

Rapid international service
We stock many thousands of
wildlife books and other products
so that we can offer quick delivery
anywhere in the world from our
warehouse in the UK. For those in
a hurry we offer a global express
service.

4.
5.
6.

Amazing customer experience
Our staff are on hand to help online, by
phone, Skype, email, fax or via post. We
have a passionate interest in wildlife,
science and the environment and enjoy
answering your questions and helping
you find the right product.

Experts in natural history

We devote our every working minute to
supplying natural history products and
have been doing this since 1985. When
you buy from NHBS you know that we
care about finding you the right books
and equipment.

Our core values

NHBS exists to support science and
conservation by supplying wildlife and
environment books and equipment.
Everything we do is focused on that. You
can read more about our core values
online – they are why we are in business.

How to order
Order online at: www.nhbs.com

We would love to talk to you - call us on +44 (0)1803 865913
Email us at customer.services@nhbs.co.uk
Write to us at NHBS, 2–3 Wills Road, Totnes, Devon, UK

About NHBS

Stay in touch

NHBS supplies books and field equipment
to customers all over the world. Whether
you’re an ecologist or an entomologist, a
birder or a bat worker, we have everything
you need.

Visit the Hoopoe - NHBS’s blog:

nhbs

Everything for wildlife, science & environment

www.nhbs.com/hoopoe

www.twitter.com/nhbsNews

